MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ACT
PREVENTION AND EARLY INTERVENTION COMMITTEE

June 8, 2012 • 1:00-2:30 PM • Mtg #13

MINUTES

NEXT MEETING: Friday Sept 14, 1:00-3:00 pm. 3240 Kerner, Room 110
PEI Committee Meetings will be held quarterly 1:00-3:00 pm on the second Friday.

Participants

| Kay Browne, NAMI        | Myra Levenson, Community       | Ann Pring, CMHS         |
| Julia Chu, JFCS        | Vinh Luu, Asian Advocacy      | Susan Quigley, HYP      |
| Elberta Ericksson, ISOJI | Patty Lyons, MHSUS/HOPE      | Bonne Goltz Reiser, JFCS/ECMH |
| Georgie Farren, MCC    | Nancy Masters, JFCS           | Lisa Schwartz, MCOE/SMHI |
| Amy Faulstich, FSA     | Ricardo Moncrief, ISOJI       | Judith Snead, MCC       |
| Seth Friedrich, CAM    | Maritza Saucedo, MCC         | Sharon Turner, McN      |
| Kristen Gardner, PEI Coord | Kathy Page, Canal Alliance  | Kara Vernor, NYC        |
| Jamie Goetz, CHA       | Michael Payne, CAM            | Claire Zurack, Buckelew TAY |
| Laurie Hunt, MHSUS/ACASA | Sandy Ponek, Canal Alliance  |                          |

Welcome, Introductions

Public Comment

• No comments

Student Mental Health Initiative   Lisa Schwartz

Some of the PEI funds are dedicated to Statewide programs, such as Stigma Reduction, Suicide Prevention, Reducing Disparities and Student Mental Health Initiative (SMHI). SMHI funds have been awarded regionally. Our regional coordinator is Lisa Schwartz from Marin County Office of Ed. These are limited funds for the next 2-3 years to:
• Train school staff to identify and respond to potential behavioral health concerns
• Increase collaboration among schools, mental health, and other entities
• Identify and share best practices throughout the State

Marin PEI would like to support the impact and longevity of SMHI.

Questions:
• How will best practice info be disseminated? There will be a state-wide website accessible to all.
• ISOJI can provide preliminary recommendations coming out of the Reducing Disparities workgroup.
• How will school districts get info about this project? MCOE will distribute info to districts in usual way, but SMHI can also distribute to others. Contact Lisa.
• Will the impact of this program be evaluated? The regional grant requires evaluation of primarily 2 areas: 1) increased collaboration and 2) decreased barriers to accessing MH info and services.

PEI Program Updates   PEI Providers

Brief updates provided about each program.

MHSA and Related Updates   Kristen Gardner

Revised MHSA planning will take place Fall 2012 into early 2013. This will be to develop a 3 Year Plan for all of MHSA (FY13-14, FY14-15, FY15-16). We will be holding Stakeholder meetings approximately Sept-Nov. New RFPs will go out in Spring 2013 as needed. New/revised contracts will go into place for FY13-14. There will continue to be revisions each year, as there are many changes happening that affect MHSA.
FY11-12 Annual Report Forms
Reviewed forms for PEI Program annual reports for FY11-12. Due August 15. Revised forms will be sent out soon.

Upcoming Meetings
Sept 14, 2012: NOTE this will be 1:00-3:00 pm to review Annual Reports.